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If the term bodybuilding as it is commonly used today refers to the development of muscles for
competitive and aesthetic purposes, ‘bodybuilders’ were originally workers in automobile factories in
charge of constructing the vehicle’s body, back in the end of the 19th century. The idea of
bodybuilding would then pass from the world of automobile manufacturing to often extreme
strengthening of muscles. First cast as a part of freak shows showcasing muscle men or strong men
weightlifting for entertainment, the discipline gained popularity after the Second World war –
especially in the United States- and now takes on a new level in the social media era in which looks
and appearance play a central role. The very term bodybuilding implies that one’s body is not a given
but part of a process, as it is being constructed and worked on. All in all, it is the product of efforts



steered towards the cult of a muscled body which aesthetic cannot help but remind us of the
Ancient Greek ideal physique (kalos kagathos). This body – especially the masculine or male one –
becomes the centerpiece of  a spectacle, or an exhibition.

If the bodybuilding competitive discipline is the first thing that comes to mind when thinking about
this word, the interpretation of the term is open to more than one aspect regarding the body: the
literary body, the body of the text, the body politic, the corpus, etc. The idea of bodybuilding
questions the construction of body and bodies. We will thus speak about body building, separating
the terms to better confront them and open them up to various interpretations.

The idea of body building is a versatile and cross-disciplinary one. If the body is indeed its central
tenet, the concept does invite one to play with the boundaries of what defines a body and to
(re)consider one’s situation to it. As it is being constructed or deconstructed, the body becomes a
gestating and transitioning process.

Axis of research

Writing the body in literature

How to write, describe and stage the body in literary works? Evoking bodies is certainly a pivotal
challenge for writers: though silent and invisible on the page, conveying its image can become
somewhat of a Sisyphean enterprise. Constantly metamorphosing, the protean body as an object of
writing seems difficult to indite in the body of the text as much as in the general corpus. The
description of body or bodies does however seem to be a literary staple within the scope of the
readership’s expectations. From the character’s accoutrement to the (sometimes erotic) catalogue of
its features or from the individual to the crowd, the writer’s building of a body questions the idea of
embodiment. Be that as it may, this presence / absence of the body in literature is still challenged in
theatre, a genre which births the text as incarnated through the body, its voice and its presence.

Building the body in literature

The body is constructed and reconstructed in poetry – the blazon in the Renaissance voicing the
writer’s adoration for it- or in novels – the realist novel being first among them. However, the first
science-fiction novel, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, is certainly the one who first anticipates
transhumanist and eugenicist issues at the heart of mid-20th century dystopias as well as speculative
fictions which present their readers with hybrid bodies. Noticeably, contemporary and postmodern
literature gives unparalleled tools to writers for them to model the body after unique expressions of
new subjectivities. Be it sick, in pain, atrophied, ageing, misshapen or on the contrary healthy,
unimpaired, strong, lively, the body’s building then operates within the same mechanical logic that is



behind body building. When mankind becomes in charge of its own (re)birth and own identity, body
building questions the embodiment of  gender and sexuality in the flesh.

Building the body politic in literature

Indeed, literature does not limit itself to the writing and representation of physical bodies being
build: it also shows how the body is build and modelled through ideological and sociohistorical
dynamics. Thus, Foucault defines the body as a biopolitical matter, set at the crossroads between
knowledge, power and desire. In the wake of the philosopher, body studies strive to demonstrate the
way power dynamics determine the body and its representation, particularly its social, gender, race
and sexual fabric. As such, the way the literary discourse is part of this biopolitical building of the
body is at the centre of our reflections. A space to navigate and challenge dogmas and norms,
literature becomes a playing field for a transgressive (re)building(s) of the body. Reflecting on body
politics also means reinterpreting the phrase ‘body building’ in its urban and civic meanings.

Literature as body

One must consider a final meaning to the idea behind the phrase ‘body building’: the building of the
literary body of work, that is to say the body of the text itself. Stemming from the working body of
the writer, texts constitute their own body in a singular manner that is worth exploring. How does
one build a literary body, from the first drafts to the final publication? How to define and delineate
the body of the text, starting with its unique textual and material aspects? The materiality or even
corporeality of  the written corpus is indeed at the core of  those questions.

Cross-disciplinary aspects
The -ing ending to the verb to build instructs us to consider the construction or deconstruction of the
body as a continuous process. Building the body or bodies is then a matter of development
unfolding in time. The topic of bodybuilding invites itself to the interpretation of transformations
involved in the process of the corporeal construction rather than to the final result, to the gestation
as a whole rather than the event of  the birth.



If OVALE is particularly interested in literature, the concept of bodybuilding resonates with other art
forms and enables the development of a dialog between them, hinging around a few
cross-disciplinary issues.

- Sculpture always seems to have played a pivotal role in the construction of bodies, however
disincarnated they may be. The body is modelized, idealized, frozen in a 3D construction;
and goes from researching the most perfect model in the tradition of Ancient Greece to
pared-down, sinewy sculptures whereby the body is seen as desegregating (Giacometti)

- Performances or happenings also come to mind, as they only exist through the body of
their performers: they are using their body to make the artistic event come forward. Similarly,
the reconstruction of one’s own body through artistic happenings is something of interest,
for example in carnivals, drag queens and kings performances, freaks shows and
cross-dressing. The building and rebuilding of the body are thus at the very centre of issues of
individual and social identities.

- In our contemporary times especially, photography and cinema put debates about the gaze
laid on the body to the forefront, as it is built through frames and shots. The choice of the
gaze, be it female or male, interrogates the settings of how spectacle builds and monstrates
the body: its is shown, unveiled, sometimes concealed.

● Last but not least, building also refers to the city and its buildings, or rather its constructions
(works). Again, the grammar behind the deverbal noun ‘building’ implies that those buildings
are always part of a process and never cease to transmute. What is the body of a building?
How does individuals’ bodies make one with that of  the city?
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